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Career beginnings[ edit ] In , at the age of 10, Ringwald was chosen to play Kate in the West Coast production
of Annie , performing in Los Angeles. At the beginning of the second season, the show underwent a major
revamp and most of the cast, including Ringwald, were cut from the show. Ringwald later said that Nancy
McKeon replaced her to play a new character named Jo. She was cast as Samantha Baker, a girl whose
sixteenth birthday is forgotten. Ringwald was cast as Claire Standish, a spoiled, rich, so-called sophisticate
who is in detention for skipping class to go shopping. When first asked to be in Pretty in Pink, Ringwald was
reluctant, but after seeing how hard it was for the producers to find a replacement for her, she decided she
would portray Andie in the film. Ringwald was offered a role in another John Hughes film, Some Kind of
Wonderful , but turned down the role as she felt it was too similar to the other films she worked on with
Hughes. After Pretty In Pink, Ringwald planned to star in more mature roles. Ringwald was later featured on
the cover of the May 26, issue of Time magazine. The film would have been about a soon-to-be-married man
and a hitchhiking girl talking about their lives during the length of a car ride. The Pick-up Artist was met with
mixed reviews while being a moderate commercial success. The following year she starred in For Keeps , a
commercial success that received mixed reviews from critics but was well received by audiences. Ringwald
portrayed Darcy Elliot, the editor at her high school paper, who becomes pregnant by her long-term boyfriend
Stan, portrayed by Randall Batinkoff. Her performance received positive reviews. The film was praised by
some critics for showing the struggles of teen pregnancy. She was later cast in Fresh Horses. The film was met
with generally negative reviews and underperformed at the box office. The Stand and continued acting[ edit ]
In the early s, Ringwald reportedly turned down the female lead roles in Pretty Woman and Ghost. This film
gained generally mixed reviews despite being a commercial success. Ringwald later starred in Something to
Live for: The Alison Gertz Story She next played the leading role in the film Malicious as Melissa Nelson, a
disturbed woman who has an affair with a college star baseball player. She later starred in the ABC sitcom
Townies. She also made one appearance as a blind woman on the critically acclaimed cable series Remember
WENN. An American Girl on the Home Front. Ringwald read the audiobook edition of the novel The
Middlesteins by Jami Attenberg. It follows a tradition in jazz for the Ringwald family set by her father.
Beginning at around age three I started singing with his band and jazz music has continued to be one of my
three passions along with acting and writing. I like to say jazz music is my musical equivalent of comfort
food.
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Science supports this strategy. Diets, he says, come undone in the evening, just as poor self-control and lapses
in decision-making often come later in the day. On the other hand, early mornings offer a fresh supply of
willpower, and people tend to be more optimistic and ready to tackle challenging tasks. So what do successful
executives and entrepreneurs do when they are rested and fresh? They wake up early. Successful people know
that time is a precious commodity. Productive mornings start with early wake-up calls. They exercise before it
falls off the to-do list. The top morning activity of the rich and powerful seems to be exercise, be it lifting
weights at home or going to the gym. They work on a top-priority business project. The quiet hours of the
morning can be the ideal time to focus on an important work project without being interrupted. She started
thinking of the early mornings as project time, and chose a top-priority project each day to focus on. Sure
enough, not a single colleague dropped in on her at 6: She could finally concentrate. They work on a personal
passion project. History teacher Charlotte Walker-Said told Vanderkam she spends the hours between 6 a. She
can read journal articles and write several pages before dealing with her teaching responsibilities at the
University of Chicago. Carving out the time in the morning to write, and making it a habit, meant she would
actually follow through. Vanderkam cites one study of young professors that showed writing a little bit every
day rather than in intense bursts made them more likely to get tenure. They spend quality time with family.
Some successful people use the mornings to invest in family time, whether reading stories to the kids or
cooking a big breakfast together. She helps her get dressed, make the bed, and occasionally they work on art
projects together. She calls those 45 minutes "the most precious time I have in a day. They connect with their
spouses. Besides, as Vanderkam wonders, what could be better than pre-dawn sex to energize you for the day?
After all, regular sex may make you smarter , boost your income , and burn calories. They spend the hour-plus
trip discussing their lives, finances, household to-do lists, and plans for the week. They network over coffee.
Especially if you like to make it home for dinner, the mornings can be a great time to meet with people for
coffee or breakfast. Plus, networking breakfasts are less disruptive than midday lunches and more
work-oriented than boozy cocktail parties, Vanderkam notes. Most days he wakes at 5: They meditate to clear
their minds. Type-A personalities typically demand as much from others as they do from themselves, so it can
be difficult for them to disconnect from their mental to-do lists and calm their minds. Before they head out the
door, many successful people devote themselves to a spiritual practice such as meditation or prayer to center
themselves for the rush of the day. Manisha Thakor, a former corporate executive who founded and now runs
MoneyZen Wealth Management, practices transcendental meditation to clear her mind. She does two minute
sessions a day, the first before breakfast and the second in the evening, and focuses on breathing and repeating
a mantra in her head. Expressing gratitude is another great way to center yourself and get the proper
perspective before heading to the office. Pharmaceutical exec Wendy Kay told Vanderkam she spends a good
chunk of her morning "expressing gratitude, asking for guidance, and being open to inspiration. Using the
mornings to do big-picture thinking helps you prioritize and set the trajectory of the day. Banking exec turned
teacher Christine Galib wakes at 5 a. She told Vanderkam this ritual makes her days more manageable and
effective. They check their email. While time management gurus may suggest putting off email as long as
possible, many successful people start the day with email. They may quickly scan their inboxes for urgent
messages that need an immediate response or craft a few important emails that they can better focus on while
their minds are fresh. She uses the time to clear her inbox, schedule the day, and read social media. Getting
these tasks out of the way from the start helps her concentrate better when she moves on to more challenging
projects, she told Vanderkam. They read the news. Meanwhile, Virgin America CEO David Cush uses his
mornings to listen to sports radio and read the papers while hitting the stationary bike at the gym. Then, they
can get down to the business of changing it. Jan 23, More from Inc.
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Those among us who have managed to find professional success and eke out a life actively embrace this philosophy.
early mornings offer a fresh supply of willpower, and people tend to be more.
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Early risers have discovered a few secrets to unlocking success while the rest of us are in bed snoozing. It might be time
to change your sleep patterns, stop hitting snooze, and see what greeting.
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Especially when the success comes from hard work and personal achievement, as opposed to getting lucky or having a
successful family. Most business people fail the first time they start a business. In fact, statistics say that on average
most people finally succeed at their third business.
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If it has to happen, then it has to happen first, writes Laura Vanderkam, time management expert and author of "What
the Most Successful People Do Before Breakfast." Those among us who have.
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